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About This Game

BECOME THE MASTER (mini) THIEF!

Can you escape with the loot? Play as the Master Thief and steal as much as you can. Burgle houses in order to obtai
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I really really could go without this game but i got it from a retro pack checked it out thinking it was fun it wasnt really it was ok
but i would support some other game.. A tiny game that is very old school looking which is what drew me to it. I have to say it is
just frustrating. The controls are very unintuitive. There is no save mechanism that I am seeing so you are basically going way
back to original Nintendo days which again isn't necessarily a bad thing, but a much lower quality game as far as entertainment.
I wasn't impressed by any stretch, and have played way better phone games sad to say, but it's low enough priced I'm not that
upset about it.. got it super cheap but like. Dont waste your time.. I liked the concept, but didn't enjoy the game. Controls and
graphics are fine. But I found the darkness too limiting. I wish you had an option to keep dim lights on or something, and maybe
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require flashlight to find things. Instead I got a headache. And I also felt the levels too limiting, and no clear direction on how to
progress.. A tiny game that is very old school looking which is what drew me to it. I have to say it is just frustrating. The
controls are very unintuitive. There is no save mechanism that I am seeing so you are basically going way back to original
Nintendo days which again isn't necessarily a bad thing, but a much lower quality game as far as entertainment. I wasn't
impressed by any stretch, and have played way better phone games sad to say, but it's low enough priced I'm not that upset about
it.
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